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ABSTRACT
The study intends to investigate the effects of child malnutrition and maternal health on academic
performance of Filipino school children. Previous research has shown correlation while no studies
have proven causality, and so the study aims to fill the gap. Academic performance is defined as
educational attainment and cognitive development. For health variables, child malnutrition is
represented by prevalence of wasting in children under age 5 and maternal health is demonstrated as
the percentage of pregnant women receiving prenatal care. Income, as annual GDP growth, and
government expenditure on health and on education are also examined as economic variables. A
multiple linear regression estimation model, based mainly on Christopher Ruhm‟s economic model
on child outcomes, showed that maternal health had a significant impact on cognitive development
while malnutrition was significant to educational attainment, whereas the most significant economic
variable was government expenditure on education. The researchers therefore recommended a focus
on government policy with respect to accessible prenatal care for mothers and proper nutrition for
children.
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1. Introduction
The World Bank has stated in Repositioning Nutrition as Central to Development, that
the effects of malnutrition in children are what contribute to slow economic growth and
the perpetuation of poverty, therefore fortifying the relevance of this particular health
variable to the study. In the case of developing countries such as the Philippines,
malnutrition comes in the form of being underweight or stunted and is caused mainly by
the undernutrition as well as vitamin and micronutrient deficiencies.
In a previous study, Glewwe and King (2001) focused on determining whether poor
nutrition causes poor school performance among children, given that the other studies
have only shown a correlation. The article concludes that the various forms of the model
did not support neither the claim that the most critical period is the first six months of
life nor the hypothesis that prenatal nutrition is more critical than postnatal nutrition.
However, it did find that “stunting at age 2 for instance has adverse negative effects on
schooling”.
According to an impact evaluation of the School-Based Feeding Program of the
Department of Education in the Philippines, as conducted by PIDS, the program
produced positive results. However, the limitations of the SBFP seem to be just as vast
as the scope achieved.
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A study has also shown that malnutrition in children is also caused by the quality of the
nutrition status of mothers. According to Sizing Up: The Stunting and Child Malnutrition
Problem in the Philippines, “ the first 1,000 days, or from conception through the first two
years of life, are recognized as critical window of opportunity for growth and human
development [...] thus, missing out on this period in terms of providing adequate
nutrition to mother and the child will have irreversible effects later on”.
The World Bank suggests that the most important limiting factors that affect
undernutrition in a country are “inadequate knowledge about the benefits of exclusive
breastfeeding and complementary feeding practices and the role of micronutrients and
[second,] the lack of time women have available for appropriate infant care practices and
their own care during pregnancy.”
Stewart et al. (1996) study called Issues in Measuring Maternal Morbidity: Lessons from the
Philippines Safe Motherhood Survey Project suggests that in order to improve the status of
women‟s health in the Philippines, service-related issues on specific health problems
must be explored further.
Meanwhile, in Maternal and Child Undernutrition: Consequences for Adult Health and Human
Capital , Victora et al. (2008) finds that undernourished women tend to become shorter
adults thus, produce smaller children. The observed trend in related literature reveals that
there is an existing positive relationship between birth weight and cognitive
development. With regards to attained schooling, the analysis showed undernutrition
indicators to be associated with lower educational achievements.
In the regression study of Victoria et al., it is observed that height-for-age and weightfor-age play a significant factor in the relationship between stunting and school
performance. Long-term effects of maternal and child undernutrition is also mentioned
to last as far as three generations. According to the study, economic agendas must
include reduction in malnutrition through investments and policy changes in maternal
health, for there to be improvements in the physical and human capital.
In Who Provides Good Quality Prenatal Care in the Philippines? , which was conducted by the
PIDS. Lavado et al, it was discussed that while prenatal coverage is available, both
morbidity and mortality related to pregnancy are still high in the country.
Unsurprisingly, stunting is prevalent in developing nations. Sen and Begum (2009)
suggest that regardless of socioeconomic level, a mother‟s health status significantly
determines a child‟s overall health condition.
The researchers also examined the link between women‟s agency and child wellbeing.
Women who are better educated are more exposed to maternal and childcare practices.
In terms of women‟s agency, higher education gives way for more opportunities to
improve a woman‟s position and household condition. In conclusion, women‟s agency
affects child nutrition both directly and indirectly.
Jefferis et al. (2002) studied the combined effect of social class and birth weight on
cognitive trajectories during their education. Their study concluded that birth weight and
social class have independent effects on cognitive development, but the novel finding is
that social class at birth describes more of the variation in scores.
A study done by Alderman et al. (2001) concluded that both at micro and macro levels,
“sustained income growth can achieve a sizable reduction in malnutrition in the next two
decades”.
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The main research gap that has been observed pertains to the relatively limited scope
that has thus been reached in this field, insofar as only correlation and not causality has
been shown by previous studies. Additionally, data used in these studies are already
outdated.
While the literature focused primarily on non-income aspects, several other factors that
are socioeconomic in nature and closely related to this study have also been duly
recognized in previous studies.
As seen in the studies examined, informational asymmetries linked to the chosen health
variables must therefore be solved through government intervention.
2. Results
A combination of two theoretical frameworks will be used. First is Michael
Grossman‟s demand for health model that illustrates the treatment of health as an
outcome of investment. The second is Gary Becker‟s household production model that
puts emphasis on the role of non-market time in household production. Both will be
used to better represent the relationships of the variables at hand. Both frameworks
greatly influenced Christopher Ruhm‟s economic model.
A multiple linear regression model will be used as the study‟s initial estimation model, in
consideration of the empirical model such that:
ACP = β0 - β1WEIGHT + β2PRENATAL + β3GDP + β4EXP + u (1)
In this specification, ACP represents the academic performance of school children in the
Philippines, WEIGHT represents child malnutrition, PRENATAL is for maternal
health, GDP represents income, and EXP is for the per capita government expenditure
on health, while the variable u represents the error term, where all factors related to it are
uncorrelated with the explanatory variables. In our estimation model, GDP is used to
proxy for parental work hours or variable H in Ruhm‟s model of child outcomes while
the health variables, malnutrition and maternal health are proxy variables of child health
CH and parental health, PH of Contoyannis and Dooley‟s model. The researchers
believe that among the explanatory variables, malnutrition is the only one that negatively
affects academic performance, with respect to its impact on educational attainment. A
total of six regressions are done, for six different indicators of academic performance of
school children in the Philippines.
Based on the analysis of descriptive statistics (see table 1), the model used for this set of
regressions will be referred to as Linear Model 2 and has been transformed accordingly:
ACP = β0 - β1WEIGHT + β2PRENATAL + β3GDP + β4logEXP + u (2)
Linear Model 2 for the six regressions undertaken is deemed by the researchers to be
better, especially in transforming the data on government expenditure. For this
regression, the researchers will only include government expenditure on health.
The results of the regressions (See Tables 2-7) show that prevalence of women receiving
prenatal care and prevalence of wasting are statistically significant variables with respect
to cognitive development and educational attainment, respectively. Wasting is known as
low weight-for-age.
This goes to show that prenatal care is by far the most pertinent variable to cognitive
development, even though its importance is often overlooked. The window for proper
© 2018 The Authors. Journal Compilation
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prenatal care is limited to the first trimester of pregnancy and is not taken advantage of
most of the time for many varying reasons, despite the irreversible effects that it has on a
child‟s cognitive development. Instead, the common occurrence is for people to tend to
focus on nourishing the child as he or she grows through feeding him or her proper
food.
However in this case, malnutrition was not statistically significant This is explained by
the fact that the human brain reaches 80% of its adult size within the first two years of
life. Hence, nutrient supplementation past two years of age has very little effect on the
brain‟s structural and functional development compared to early interventions.
In the case of educational attainment, weight was shown to be statistically significant and
had a negative relationship with cohort survival rate. High malnutrition translates to low
survival rate in school. This goes to show that malnutrition is one important factor that
affects a child‟s capacity to remain in school, thereby fortifying the importance of schoolbased programs that try to combat severe wasting in children. On the other hand,
prenatal care is not significant, which could be explained by how the indicator of
academic performance in this regression is not a reflection of cognitive development.
While the effects of the absence of prenatal care are irreversible on children and may last
well into adulthood, educational attainment in this case has more to do with the present
capability of the child to remain in school, an important factor that could gravely affect it
being his or her current health status, an equally important component of which is
nutrition.
Prior studies looked into individual IQ scores in studying the depreciative effect of
malnutrition. IQ testing is the most commonly used tool in assessing general intelligence.
The structure and motivation of the general education system is to build and develop
skills in different fields of knowledge (i.e. subjects). It is therefore sensible to assess
intelligence based on how children perform in a combination of subject areas instead of
just limiting the performance evaluation to one subject. This approach to testing several
subject areas is also prudent because it gives insight into the condition of the brain as
different parts of the brain correspond to different facets of human intelligence. The
gross enrollment rate does not capture the impact of the health variables because it does
not measure the quality of participation or academic performance. Instead, it only
describes the initial commitment to education. As earlier mentioned, the dropout rate is
determined by a multitude of factors and the nature of the reason for dropping out may
or may not be directly caused by the health variables. More notably, high dropout rates in
developing countries are primarily explained by socioeconomic factors. Specifically, the
greatest socioeconomic barriers to completing education were found to be high fertility
rates and high social tension.
Malnutrition has a negative relationship with cognitive development and educational
attainment, as expected. This fortifies the role of nutrition in a child‟s academic life such
that it could either encourage or hamper growth and development, depending on the
quality that the child is provided with.
Government expenditure on health represented as logexp proved to be significant to one
of the cognitive development indicators. It could be that government expenditure is
more closely linked to the capacities that it can provide, such as access to quality prenatal
care and adequacy of nutrition-based policies than it is to academic performance.
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Income is less directly related to the dependent variables and more so with the factors
that actually allow for the dependent variables to be achieved. For instance, while income
may not directly affect a child‟s cognitive development, it may have an effect on how a
mother is afforded access to prenatal care in the first place. Analogously, income might
not directly affect a child‟s educational attainment, but it ultimately determines if he or
she has the luxury to even attend school. Additionally, income and prenatal were found
to complement each other. This is, however, heavily dependent on the quality of the
parents‟ efforts to effectively hone their children‟s cognitive ability. A number of studies
also have found that “parental commitment to education and parental education levels
are important determinants of dropout rates”. For instance, high-income families may
wish to spend their resources on experiences that they consider to be „essential‟ to
growth such as vacations, sports, and other recreational activities. Yet, other high-income
families could consider books, educational software, and tutoring programs to be
essential to growth as well. This example may be used for low-income families as well
with slight modifications. Given their limited budget constraint, parents may choose to
spend their money on providing enough food for all their children and ensuring they
have sufficient allowance or baon for school. On the other hand, parents who strongly
regard education to be the greater priority would rather spend on educational
investments with the opportunity cost of being sufficiently fed. As an example, even if
parents may have sufficient income, it is not guaranteed that they would exhaust this on
education. Although parents naturally desire what they deem best for their children, what
they decide is best varies per family.
The availability of data may have caused for the lack of significance of many of the
explanatory variables with respect to the other dependent variables. In particular, the
collection of data for malnutrition and maternal health were not supplied on an annual
basis. The researchers utilized the statistic closest to the year with available data, the
assumption being that the statistic did not change until the new data was provided. This
may have potentially imposed a decreased ability to predict significance among the
cognitive development indicators. In order to enhance the regression results, additional
regressors that would not pose a problem of multicollinearity with the other explanatory
variables could have ideally been used for this study, such as an education variable using
average years of schooling as an indicator. However, this data was not available.
The regression analysis confirmed the importance of maternal health and malnutrition as
crucial determinants in influencing academic performance. An important byproduct of
this analysis was the resulting effects of each explanatory variable in specific areas of
academic performance. The findings help dismiss the common misconception of having
either malnutrition or poor maternal health to be the greatest impediment to academic
performance. Instead, it is possible that these health variables are causative of one
another and may lead to a perpetually harmful cycle unless mitigated through proper
interventions. As often seen in developing countries, malnutrition already begins in
utero. Undernourished mothers often suffer from restricted fetal growth that leads to
low infant birth weight. As earlier mentioned in our literature, low infant birth weight
results in cognitive developmental delays and a decrease of 4 to 8 points in IQ scores
compared to infants with a birth weight that is appropriate-for-gestational-age. The
results of our study support earlier research as demonstrated in the regression of the
© 2018 The Authors. Journal Compilation
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Overall National Achievement Test scores. Prenatal health was the most significant
determinant of overall NAT scores, which we used as proxy to the standard IQ test. This
implies that maternal health interventions and prenatal nutrient supplementation
programs aimed to reduce infant malnutrition and its detrimental effects would be most
conducive to cognitive development during the „crucial window of opportunity‟ that
spans from pregnancy to the first two years of age.
Moreover, our study adds to the growing literature illustrating the negative association
between high malnutrition and school performance. students who are in a state of
hunger cannot give full participation in class. This condition also direly affects their
ability to absorb educational material, promote attentiveness, and degrades their social
skills with teachers and fellow students.
On the surface, income and health expenditure may appear conducive to honing
cognitive development and educational attainment. The results of our study imply that
the other variables, namely the economic variables, income and government expenditure
in health did not prove to be directly causative to academic performance. A reason for
this could be the structure of the relationship between these explanatory variables to our
outcome variables. For income, there seems to be a medium between the benefit and the
benefactor that takes form in the child‟s parents. Parents may choose to exhaust their
income on what they personally consider to be „essential‟ to their child‟s growth whether
it be recreational activities or after-school tutoring programs. On the other hand,
government expenditure on education proved to be pertinent to cognitive development
and educational attainment, addressing problems such as illiteracy, which was shown to
be an important factor in determining quality of motherhood.
Additionally, the nature of some of the data made available for this study greatly limited
its scope. For instance, having quality-based data on prenatal care would have added
depth to the analysis, however, the unavailability forced the researchers to rely on a
quantity-based indicator. As for prevalence of child malnutrition, the researchers were
forced to use data per interval, although the researchers deem that having annually
updated data would have enriched the analysis as well. For future studies, this should be
a consideration especially if availability is still a concern.
3. Summary and Recommendations
By utilizing unique independent and dependent variables and making them
relevant to the Philippine context, the researchers have updated existing studies and
research gaps. For instance, data on the NAT scores and rates pertaining to school
retention were not previously used in other studies in conjunction with the health and
economic variables chosen for this study. As a result, a new dimension that further
defines the boundaries between cognitive development and educational attainment has
been introduced. Additionally, the link between child malnutrition and maternal health
was repeatedly reinforced.
Recommendations are also necessary for updating research gaps from previous studies,
which were not directly addressed by the methodology used in this one. For instance,
aside from the Cebu Longitudinal Survey, it is necessary to conduct more longitudinal
studies on malnutrition that may help provide a basis for constructing more effective
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policy interventions especially for local government units. These locally or regionally
designed policies should take into consideration local agriculture to ensure the policy‟s
viability and properly assess what specific types of vitamin and mineral deficiencies are
found in the children in order to target the root causes of malnutrition. Likewise, policy
evaluation on existing programs should be conducted on a regular basis. As seen in the
examples of the SBFP led by the DepEd and the SMS, policy evaluation allows for the
relevant stakeholders involved to identify key areas of improvement and therefore
allocate resources more efficiently and target beneficiaries more precisely.
Thus, the researchers also recommend a shift in focus, in terms of policy implementation
and formulation, on the importance of maternal health and child malnutrition on the
part of the Philippine government. The contents of prenatal care in the country,
although generally available and quantifiable, must be better integrated and synthesized
so as to be made more easily accessible to the general public. A prenatal care kit,
consisting of basic health care services for the first trimester of pregnancy, could be
developed by pertinent sectors of the government such as DOH, as part of a program
that could seek to provide equitable access to maternal health care across the country.
Apart from this, the government may also choose to focus on improving education on
and awareness of the true importance of prenatal care, starting at the barangay level. This
government intervention would be relatively easily to implement, given that the services
are presently made available and it is only a matter of organizing them more efficiently to
benefit a greater number of people. In addressing malnutrition, the government is
correct in targeting school children from low-income families through school-based
feeding programs. Budget allocation for this particular program should be increased
annually in order to make it more sustainable and thereby more effective. If
complemented with other programs, such as those that focus on improving instruction
and improving the quality of education, this policy could drastically improve not only the
health status of its targeted beneficiaries but their overall educational attainment as well.
Appendices
Table 1: Descriptive Statistics
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Table 2: NAT = β0 - β1WEIGHT + β2PRENATAL + β3GDP + β4logEXP + u

Table 3: Verbal = β0 - β1WEIGHT + β2PRENATAL + β3GDP + β4logEXP + u

Table 4: Math = β0 - β1WEIGHT + β2PRENATAL + β3GDP + β4logEXP + u

Table 5: CSR = β0 - β1WEIGHT + β2PRENATAL + β3GDP + β4logEXP + u
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Table 6: DOR = β0 - β1WEIGHT + β2PRENATAL + β3GDP + β4logEXP + u

Table 7: GER = β0 - β1WEIGHT + β2PRENATAL + β3GDP + β4logEXP + u
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